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It is correct (a11d a great impl'oveme11t ) to begi11 to tbi11k 

of the two parties to a11 interaction as two eyes, each giving 

a 111011ocular view of wbat goes 011 and, togetber, giving a 

binocular view i11 deptb . This double view is tbe relationsbip. 

Gregory Bateson, from Mind and Nature: A Necessary Unity 
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Litters betw~cn :Wendy f e;,,~'! aiidi~d~l~--qi/m-fiz,~{it ienn!~iton :c~tz~ii:; 

Dear Wendy, 
I don 't know what you'll think of this idea but .. . can 

I " interview" you by correspondence?-one question at a 
time over an extended period . You can either answer as 
you get the question , i.e. off the top of your head , or 
think about it for awhile before you send a reply . But you 
won 't get another question until you answer the last . 

Paula 
1st ques tion : _ 
I wanted this to be a more spectacular start-off point , but 
then I decided to begin simply : At what point did you 
fi nd th at you wanted to be making dances? 

Dear Paula, 

Dor.e Ashton in "Praise of Illusion" likens the art-viewer 
to the dreamer. The dreamer works off of internal stimuli 
and an art-viewer does too . Ashton brings in Bergson, the 
philosopher , who said that we need imagination to com
plete our picture of life-that intelligence alone gives us an
incomplete picture. 

In reading this essay again and in reading the Bergson 
ideas, I congratulated myself for having a thought in 197 1 
that agrees with Bergson before I ever knew what he said : 
that I wanted to make dances that are like my dreams. I 
had been working on a solo called " Winter Pieces" that 
came out of a bus ride back from Hartford. I wanted to 
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Wben I go against my own 
intuitions-and I do often 

and witbout knowing it

I make mistakes tbat I am 

angry at myself for later. 

start a dance lying under my winter coat : I guess I just 
wa~ted to do something where I, as the performer, would 
be in a half dream state. (In this same essay, Ashton men
t10ns that some poets consider the hypnogogic state as the 
'.' optimal c~ndition for imagining.") I never did use the 
image of lying underneath a winter coat but in the first 
act_ivity of th_e dance I was standing in a 

1

corner , numbly 
biting my nails _and sta_rin~ at a spot in space. I was looking 
at a dream. This opemng image was juxtaposed with the 
sound of a wolf howling. There was something powerful 
m the sound itself-the longing I feel when contemplating 
my dreams. 

I think I wanted to bring this very private part of myself 
to people. I wanted to tell people what I was thinking be
cause I never did as a child-intimidated into silence-and 
because I knew that people watched me when I danced, it 
became a way for me to be listened to. I didn 't think of it 
as expressing myself, I only thought of it as making dances 
as well as I knew how. 

A general reason for making dances , go ing ba~k to Berg
son, is the knowledge , or intuition , of how important intu
it ion is. Dances are built on intuition: " Oh , I think this 
goes here ," " oh , how about doing th is after that. " There 
is no rational way to explain these choices- aesthetic as 
well as social intuitions. When I go against my own intui
tions-and I do often and without knowing it-I make mis
takes that I am angry at myself for later. I want very much 
to trust my own intuitions and follow them and not let 
rational thought get in their way. Making dances is an 
ideal exercise for this. 

Along with that goes the certainty that aesthetics is 
essential nourishment. (Which is why I love Oscar Wilde: 
because he recognized the soulfood-ness of aesthetics .) I 
could probably survive without making dances , but I could 
not survive without some sort of beauty around me. I once 
read that a man, who 'd been imprisoned in Vietnam for 
three years , said that the thing he missed most was listen
ing to music . When I heard that I understood the hunger 
pangs of that kind of starvation . 

So, if it is enough for me to just witness beauty , we are 
back to the question of why do I make dances. When I 
was dancing with Trisha (Brown] , it was enough to just be 
in dances, to be part of the beautiful thing. But I think it 
was something psychological that spurred me on to leave 
that and concentrate on making my own dances . It is def
initely an egotistical th ing to want to be the person who 's 
making th is all happen. It certainly wasn 't because I was 
dissatisfied with Trisha 's work and thought I could do bet
ter, which would be the customary explanation for break
ing away . But I wanted to do my own work , partly be
cause I wanted to be in charge, but partly because I was 
being easy on myself by dancing in someone else's work. 
It simply didn 't engage my mind the way choreographing 
does. Nothing engages my mind , reaches all its corners , as 
thoroughly as choreographing does . 

Wendy 
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Dear Wendy, 

You don 't make it easy to ask a question , there 's so 
much in your last "answer." 

In connection with the idea of wanting to make dances 
that are like your dreams, it's always struck me how much 
going to performances is like entering a sort of sleep/dream 
state. But the dream is someone else's-the choreograph
er's-though ideally it can be transferred and become the 
viewer's. I suppose that's how imagination comes in . I 
remember having this idea that even though we all dream , 
the most remote thing you could ever know about some
one else was how they dream. And it seemed that the ulti
mate access you could ever have to another person would 
be to see their dream as they would dream it. I th ink this 
ties in with what you wrote about dreams being a very pri
vate part of oneself, also the urge to tell or reveal that part. 
I guess the difficulty in this is that we can hardly grasp our 
own dreams , let alone another 's. It 's not surprising then , 
that the same is true of the creative process. 

I'm curious about what happens in the aftermath of the 
"hypnogogic state." There are the instances of such states 
when "visions " are conceived that seem very powerful and 
possible at: the moment of conception. But that state 
doesn 't last forever , it ends or shifts into something else , 
but maybe you still have some remaining part of that first 
feeling ... . and the urge to do something with what 's left . 
What I'm t rying to get at is how one works in and between 
the different states of discovering and making. I find as 
I'm working on my solo that I 'm constantly concerned by 
the seemingly arbitrary way I put together the things I've 
chosen to use . I guess this gets back to the questions of de
cision and intuition . Some of the movement material is de
rived from a sort of scheme, but then there are actually a 
number of different schemes involved , yet the net bulk 
seems so schemeless. Now I'm getting away from what l 
was starting out with , i.e. discovering and making , but 
maybe it can tie together if you th ink of the connections 
between all the various " discovered schemes" that go into 
the making of a dance . A 

~ 
Paula 

1,/ 

Dear Paula, 

I don 't th ink you have to worry about the "arbitrari
ness "_ of how you 're putting together your solo : it comes 
out fme : I mean pours out in a way so natural that I don ' t 
question t~e truth of

1

what you 're showing me. It 's true 
that sometimes I don t follow how/why you do one thing 
and then another and I guess that could be considered a 
~aw. B_ut mostly the movement that emerges is itself so 
mterestmg to watch that, as I watch you , I don't care how 
you got it . 

Later , :naybe I thin_k to myself how did that happen, 
and especially on read111g your letter/question , I am cur i
ous to know what "schemes" are at work here . I think I 
prnbably can see when one scheme ends and the next be
gms, but I'm not sure that's bad . Sue [Rethorst) , in danc
m~ her solo (_and in making it too, I guess) , just stops one 
thing and waits for the next to begin . When I watch her 
dance that way , same as when I watched you this after
noon, I am completely satisfied with the watching. I don 't 



know _whether it 's because of the " unstructured ," i.e. 
ramblmg_, str_ucture , o: in spite of it , but the feeling is that 
the dancing 1s so contmuously revealing that I never want 
for _more elements. And yet, when I think of Martha's 
[Wmi:nan] Satie piece, how finely it 's structured how 
consc10us t~e relationship with the music is , I lo;e that 
to~. 1:h: circle that completes itself, and you can feel it 
domg It m front of your eyes- the cohesiveness that art is 
sup~~se_d to,~ave . ~o I don't know if I like the new way
?1e :ri0 A long lme , non-circular structure- because I 
JUS~ hke the ~ancing ?r bec~use I like the "choreography" 
of it. One thmg that s sure 1s that I only like it when I like 
the actual (person) dancing. (Maybe I just like dancing 
more than choreography.) 

Although I am perfectly content to watch this kind of 
thing I'm talking about , I have , as you do , tremendous 
doubts about presenting it. It always seems to me that 
there ought ;,o be_ a sk,eleton, a consci_ous system, an " over
~ll struc_ture which Im ~lways whmmg about not existing 
m my pieces. I was surprised after our concert in New 
Y_ork th~t P,eople thought the three segments of "A three
piece suite were all of a piece. I saw no real connection, 
other than that those were the three things I had done and 
the t_hree things I wanted to show. Is that enough of a con
nect!on , I kept as~mg myself, and felt a little cheap over
lapping the material between sections and throwing move
ment from the duets into the solo (although the latter did 
seem to happen pretty easily by itself). The Cage/Cunning
ham c:edo has it ~hat it's enough just that the same person 
made 1t all up . With solos I can see that . I saw it today : 
whatever you would have done , after we entered your 
dream, would have fit. But I think your "schemes" help . 
I see that in Sue 's [Rethorst] work too : I mean a section 
or part of a section will be clearly limited or patterned on 
an idea , and then she strings those phrases together. For 
my own work , I feel frustrated because I can ' t even stick 
to a limitation/scheme for more than a few seconds, so in 
the end it just seems like a little of everything to me, and a 
lot of that. 

When Sue started to work on a new duet last summer 
(" Separate Tables" ), I asked her what her starting ideas 
were. She said , " I want to not depend on anything in this 
piece. " Which I thought was very brave and smart , but 
probably a sure way to produce an unthrilling piece. I 
loved her duet when it was done , loved how unconnected 
and unpeggable it was. Also , it did " build ," not in the 
usual way , but it consciously had a beginning, things after 
the beginning that made you remember the beginning with 
tenderness , and an ending. I guess she did depend on some
thing and that something was her innate sense of structure. 

To go back to your question : yes , a lot happens be
tween those drowsy but indelible images one gets and the 
actual working out of them in the studio. I know enough 
now to be able to let them go when something else crops 
up in their place. But sometimes they 're worth holding on 
to . I'm th inking of the night I was in the studio upstairs 
alone and dec ided to do a dance in the dark with that one 
diagonal shaft of light floating in from the outside . I was 
excited by the idea, but thought that in the sane light of 
daytime I would realize it was silly . But I didn 't give it up , 
partly because I'm so used to myself abandoning those 
crazy ideas by performance time and wanted to not stick 
with safe choices. But maybe because I really did have an 
intuition that it would work. You see it always goes back 
to wanting to trust my instincts : so much of my work 
seems to be decisions for or against ; a constant , excrucia
tingly conscious weighing process goes on . This is why it 
was good for me to talk with you about improvisation the 

other day . When I asked you what the thought process is 
while improvising, you said it was mostly just following 
one 's instinct, which could be a pure thing, but a thing I 
haven 't yet reached. (You seem to have a more direct path 
to your instincts-at least I sense that when I watch you 
improvise.) 

About the different states of " discovering and making": 
maybe one can think of it this way : that all the time you 
are making something, you '.re really always dealing with a 
collage: that is , different sorts of materials: culled from 
fleeting images, striking past experiences, present practical 
considerations, the present mood , future hopes , etc. In 
other words, at the time of making it , you must be open to 
all the memories, times , experiences you ever had. (I'm 
pleased that I got to use all those colons in one sentence: 
if I've learned nothing else from Oscar Wilde, I've acquired 
rakish habits of punctuation.) 

Wendy 
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Dear Wendy, 
You 've got me thinking about circular/non-circular 

structures and I think I'm especially partial to anything 
that hints at circularity . Last term when I was working on 
that skipping dance , part of it came from realizations of 
the mathematics of rhythm. That is, the qualities and 
shapes that emerge from the different repetitions of num
bers , like threes making circular movement. Even though I 
suspected that this was the most rudimentary phenomenon, 
and that everyone else already knew about such things , it 
was exhilarating to make a discovery like this for myself. 

Our culture has been essentially anti-circle for quite 
awhile now ; maybe less so lately with the wider influence 
of Eastern thought , but still , esp . in America there is the 
preoccupation with linear progression. 

Anyway , I'm not so sure I would think of "Trio A" as 
being linear in the sense of non-circular. It 's true that she 
starts off and just keeps going along doing new moves with
?~t returning to previous ones or ~he beginning as such , and 
1t s also true that we never see a circle complete itself with 
the usual clues of repetition or ABA. But "Trio A" has a 
circular quality in the sense that after that continuous flow
ing out of movement, the ending brings her to the exact 
place as at the beginning, that is , not dancing. The next 
logical move is to begin again. Maybe you can say this 
about any presentation of dancing , but I don 't think so be
cause most d_ances have such a_ built-in structure of parts 
and progre~s1~ns that the end 1s the end and doesn 't conjure 
up the begmnmg. _(ABA dance~ state or reissue the begin
nmr) _Your_ description of Sue s duet (remembering the 
begmnmg with tenderness) sounds like the sort of circular 
I mean. 

In the first solo I showed in workshop , I follow an im
posed circular_ path in the first part , and I suppose this 
could be considered one of the schemes. But the implication 
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( continued) 

of that word "scheme" is misleading, because what I meant 
were the thoughts or images of what seems to satisfy me 
while work ing. Not just while making up movement but 
also the ideas that make me want to try and find movement. 
One of these ways is the Chinese pictogram book. Another 
was wanting to make a string of different-leveled move
ments that I would start and not stop until I'd flown 
through . These things are definite schemes (I'll never use 
that word again). Other times movement comes from no 
preconceived idea, but just from doing something and 
liking it enough to do again . 

You ended the first letter saying something about how 
thoroughly choreography engages you , and in this one, 
"Maybe I just like dancing be_tter than chore_ography." _ 
This brings up the discrepancies between domg somethmg 
and watching something done. Makes me think that chor
eography is really a way of organizing temporal material. 
Keeping track, notating, and thickening the substance of 
it. As such it's the personal sketchbook that isn ' t neces
sarily exhib ited with the performed dance. The choreog
raphy doesn 't have to exist as a finished structure represen
tative of the dance , but instead can stand for all the possi-
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bilities and occurrences of making the dance-including all 
that was abandoned. 

If the dance one shows is a private part of oneself re
vealed , then I think the notes and musings that cause the 
dance to be done are the private part one still keeps hidden. 
I sometimes think that the dance acts as camouflage for 
the choreography. It has to do with the unresolved needs 
for both communication and secrecy. I think that is why 
I loved working on and seeing Sue's and your dances. If 
the dancing is a language , it 's one of mutually incompre
hensible voices and signs. Here's an extrapolated quote 
from Wittgenstein : " Nothing is lost if one does not seek 
to say the unsayable. Instead , that which cannot be spok
en is-unspeakably-contained in that which is said." 

I 1:1sed to think that writing and reading were distinct, 
unbnd_geable worlds from dancing, but now I feel that the 
way I mvolve myself in both activities is very similar and 
that i~ is almost essential that they concur. (When ! use_d 
to wnte poems, they were at least as incomprehensible in 

terms of camouflage, or hiding the incentives.) But no~ 
that I have admitted this or acknowledged it to myself, it 
seems that there must be some way to show this other 
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non-performed side of choreography. (I think the most 
private things about oneself are those one hasn't yet com
prehended.) I'm thinking of somehow including some of 
the notes and quotes I've saved that seemed pertinent to 
making this particular solo so that they could be seen when 
the dance was performed. But then at the same time the 
idea seems silly and superfluous. Who wants to see more 
than they have to of someone else 's inner obsessions , even 
though I know I would be very interested to know these 
things about what anyone else is doing. _ 

As a last offering, here 's one more quote. This one from 
Jung. "The alchemist is _quite aware_ that he writes obscure
ly . He admits that he veils his meaning on purpose , but 
nowhere-so far as I know-does he say that he cannot 
write in any other way. Every original alchemist built him
self, as it were , a more or less individual edifice of ideas , 
consisting of the dicta of the philosophers and of miscel
laneous analogies to the fundamental concepts of alchemy. 
Generally these analogies are taken from all over the 
place." 

Paula 
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Lithograph by Louise Dann 

Wendy, 

The other day you said that one of your frustrations 
with the "ways of the dance division" was that the only 
forum for students to show work was in the context of 
finished dances. That same day a friend said to me that in 
a sense I "showed" my dance too early. 

Up until the very morning of the day I showed my piece 
in workshop I kept making up and adding new movement , 
but from five o'clock that same day up till now all the 
movement became fixed and my dance was established. I 
remember having the oddest sensation afterwards , that I'd 
lost something, or that what had been so tenuous and car
ried inside of me was suddenly outside of myself in a bulk 
that only needed a name to be fully complete. My relation
ship to this thing I'm working on has now become one in 
which I visit it. I step into the studio and there it is. I real
ly miss the days when it was with me all the time , and any
thing was possible . Thinking about what I could do was 
my contact with any sort of extraneous experience; walk
ing up to school could feed into the making of the dance. 

Paula 
➔ 
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(continued) 

Dear Paula, 
I just read two papers for my performance criticism 

class: a girl's (woman's) and a boy's (man's) . I guess my 
reaction has to do with my own mental set on the differ
ence between men and women , but this particular differ
ence might have also struck a less biased observer. The 
girl's paper talked about how writing is for her-difficult , 
agonizing, brings not even the promise of pleasure , feeling 
over-exposed to have to show her stuff. I ached to read it 
through. The boy's was a quasi-clever parody on the class
room situation, aimed partially at me. He seemed eager to 
get this thought out, package it and show it to me. 

Writing for class is very exposing (writing for anything 
is) , because the teacher , or somebody, gets to see how you 
see. After finishing reading that second paper, I thought , 
"I don 't like his eyes ; I don't like how deeply (surface) into 
things he sees." And with her, at least she was seeing some
thing deep in herself. This difference that I see-and surely 
some people don't like my eyes-has been mentioned by 
Gertrude Stein: "Why, when a man speaks do the words 
fall dead as soon as they come out? " 

Isn't that what we 're afraid of in our work (dance, 
writing)? That no sooner is something formulated , it goes 
dead? Isn't the answer to this just that we keep ourselves, 
as artists , at a certain state of rawness , of not really know
ing what we're aiming for , or at least not having found a 
definite solution to any of the problems posed . I don't 
know. On re-reading Kleist's " Puppet Theatre" I again got 
involved in the problem of What does a little knowledge 
do? At the end of that dialogue he says that now that we 
have learned a finite amount , we must keep learning until 
we know the infinite , and then the state of innocence can 
be returned to. In your problem of writing- this problem 
of inadvertently scrubbing the life out of it when you only 
mean to clean it up-perhaps you just need to learn more , 
practice more , and come out the other side (so to speak) . 
Maybe a person who's really a fine writer knows how to 
write and re-write without diminishing. 

But the problem seems more than that. It seems to be 
everywhere, I mean this deadness. Today the class was 
dead and although I was saying things I really cared about , 
no one took me up on anything, and that 's when I get de
pressed, almost like that girl who feels so exposed by h_er 
writing: it's horrible to pour yourself_ out and get zero m 
return. It seems like the deadness exists because every
body's already decided what they think , or that they do~'t 
want to think about something. Anyway , what I was going 
to say is that the problem is crucial for you a~~ for m_e, 
more with regard to choreography tha? to wntmg. Lisa 
Nelson 's dancing is so undead that 1t gives me hope. I am 
not an improvisor the way she is , but I would love to be 
able to insure some kind of aliveness in my work. Maybe 
that's why I almost didn't mind that in the duet , the dif
ferent ways you and Kyle had of relati~g to each ~ther 
seeped into the dance. I never really tned t~ get nd of 
that. Partly because I like the imbalance ~f 1t ~nd partly 
intuitively I knew that putting yourselves into 1t would 
keep it alive. I guess I was exploiting the two of you then. 
But I didn't have the heart to "clean it up. " Maybe that 
was an attempt to regain that state of innocence-to be . 
conscious of what was going on , but to choose to leave It. 

Wendy 
r.' 
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Dear Wendy, 

She looked as though 
she were on the ledge 
of a rock about to dive 
into a pool of water 
that was a very long 
way down. 

One of the most exciting things that happened yester
day morning at the dances was that instant when Laurie 
hurried over to the tape recorder before her solo. She 
stood there and for a second you could just see all the 
fears and apprehensions that have ever piled up in her 
race across her face. She looked as though she were on 
the ledge of a rock about to dive into a pool of water that 
was a very long way down. Then the strain vanished in a 
deep breath as she bent to turn the tape on and started 
dancing. You could practically hear the splash and waters 
parting. . . 

I guess what intoxicated me about that bnef instant 
was the exposure of stakes , the aliveness of how much it 
means for Laurie to be doing this at this time. There 's a 
risk for her , but at last she's doing it . 

Those states you wrote of-al ive/dead-are exactly what 
determines the impact of a thing or person. As far back 
as I can remember, my closest friends (i.e . " best girl
friends " ) were always the most exuberantly alive and de
fiant of people , in fact objectionably so to others , espe
cially those not included in the exuberance. They could 
entice a certain abandon out of me that I otherwise might 
not have been willing to let go . In spite of feeling inter
nally very alive while growing up , it was important for 
me to ally myself with such extroverted , outrightly 
"alive" people. It occurred to me today that in a certain 
sense this same need is now satisfied by performing. After 
and during Friday night's performance of my dance I felt 
intensely saturated with that strange, living energy. 

But in a way it bothers me that I " use" dancing that 
way-I really do believe or hope for the possibility of 
sustaining that sort of energy in an infinite way that ex
tends beyond the duration of a single performance. It 
bothers me that I can turn that aliveness on so easily in 
the situation of performing. The turning on guarantees 
the termination. 

This isn 't really saying anything about the deadness you 
(I do too) find everywhere. I don 't understand it , but I 
would say that part of it comes from what we have made 
of learning. I think educational institutions and society 
in general are abstractions of inherent learning processes . 
They are generally retroactive. One thing that has always 
disturb~d me in paper-writing classes is the emphasis on 
pr~sentmg an argume_nt-the assumption that you , th e 
wnter , know everythmg and must persuade the reader , 
who knows nothing, which forces one to wade in the most 
su_rfac~ a~d obvious information. All the potential for 
m1_nd-s1f~mg and speculation gets buried deeper again . I 
think this 1s why I don ' t like a lot of American fiction. 
It's tainted with rhetoric , as if the writer 's college English 
p~ofessor w~s stand!ng right there by the typewriter with 
his red pencil hovering. Which brings me round to the 



Stein quote , " Why when a man speaks do the words fall 
dead .. . " I'm convinced it has something to do with the 
preoccupation with authority . A man speaks and simul
taneously implies that the statement you are about to hear 
can be _backed up by a deluge of reliable sources. That his 
case , his words , can be reinforced irrevocably. They are 
ironclad and consequently dead . I love when things are 
completely unfounded , when there 's no right or apparent 
reason for them to have come into existence at all. Those 
ki_nd of thoughts can go anywhere, they don't have to 
snck to their guns. I'm not sure why it is that men/women 
(most general of terms) diverge here , except that boys still 
get so much reinforcement while girls live with so many 
doubts . 

One more thing about learning, age and aliveness : 

WHEN I AM A HUNDRED AND TEN 
·-f ~om the ai;c ?f ~ i ~ I h;1J 2 mJnia for Jr.iwir.i; the fonm 

of ~hin~s. Hy lhc tnne I WJ\ fi ll y I had oublishcd an infini1v ol 
dco:,1~n s: but all I fl!"oduccJ before 1h..: ace of 'ic, cnt\· i'i not wOrth 
1:d.i ns into accounl. At -,nenty-thrcc 1 ·1carncd a 1i111c abou1 the 
rc :11 structure of nature, of animals. plJnt \ , trcrs , bird,, fohcs and 
insect~ . In conscquenc~. when I am cii;ht y I shall have made still 
more procrcs!-: at nir:c1 r I shall penetrate thi: mrs1a; of th int:-,: 
at :i. iuindrcd I )hall ccr1a inl) hol\c r~:,c hcd J marvclou'i sta~.: ; and 
W~l!n I am a hundred and 1en t\·crything I do, t-ic it a Jot or J line, 
will be alive. I be!; lhosc '-' hO iivc ;H Ion!: :is I 10 sc:.: 1f I do nol 
keep my word ." _ .. Old '.\l~n :\fad ubuul Ora~inr. .. 
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That 's all for now . .. I'm late for a class! 

Paula 

Dear Wendy, 
So, less than two more weeks of school - I can 't picture 

what I'm graduating toward but it doesn 't seem like it 's 
going to be an abrupt end , more like stepping off a curb or 
something pedestrian like that. Actually I think my grad
uation , in the sense of breaking through, happened some
time while I was here , though probably fairly recently . It 
seems that for a long time I've been stumbling, then sud
denly I was still stumbling but at least I knew where my 
feet were. It 's a thrill to have this confidence that dancing 
is an integral part of my life, that it could never go away 
now. 

I just found a letter I started to you a few days ago 
which is almost incomprehensible to me now, but I assume 
I knew what I meant when I was writing it . I'll insert the 
beginning of it here to see if I can make it go somewhere . 

This is about misunderstanding. Not the 
sort of confusion that arises when you say 
someth ing like " I'm going to do my laundry ," 
and the person you're with says "What do you 
mean the corner of the lawn green? " I mean 
the sort of misunderstanding that's bigger 
than one word or a sentence and makes you 
feel like you 're the last of an almost extinct 
species , or the first of an aberrant line destined 
not to last long. You realize that no matter 
what you say or do , people understand you 
solely in their own capacity to do so. At most 
your actions will be a measure against their 

own beliefs and suppos it ions . Not that 
anything is wrong with that except that at 
heart one always expects to be understood . 
Funny how understanding has become one 
of our gauges for success. Perhaps all notions 
of understanding should be striken from the 
language. 

This was my initial response to Doug 's letter to me about 
my dance. My first reaction was indignation (as well as a 
mix of interest, gratitude, and appreciation). Since I've 
involved myself in dancing and writ ing about other people 
dancing, I've been curious to see what someon_e else _would 
write about me. Now with this first opportunity I find 
myself feeling spied upon , and thinking, "What do they 
know about me anyway? " The line that got me was the 
one about me always thinking/talking about performer/ 
spectator roles , which I didn ' t think I was always doing , 
but maybe it is a current obsession . 

Now that I 'm on my latest favorite topic . .. both per
former and spectator are separately involved in an interior 
activity but I th ink a similar awareness is present on both 
sides. Even though the roles of teacher and student are 
distinct , the best teachers are those who maintain a sense 
of inquiry and other elements of the student 's relationsh ip 
to the world , and likewise the best students would have 
the teacher 's sense of seriousness to the subject. I think 
that where I felt misunderstood was that unwittingly Doug 
and I have very similar feelings about performer/spectators 
(there I go again reaching the limit of using a particular 
word or phrase ; I'll never be able to say per. .. er/spec ... or 
again and keep a straight face) . Like Doug says , the stuff 
of the dance or art is inside-it 's there regardless, and the 
dance or art either obscures or reveals it. But the stuff of 
the beholder is interior as well , and most often remains in
terior even if it does get stirred up . Ultimately no perform
er has to know what 's happened to an audience member 
unless you get lucky and get a letter like Doug 's. 

I've been trying to figure out what this difference is be
tween the letters and the distressing tone of papers . It 's as 
if the letters come straight from my mouth , whereas other 
sorts of writing go from my mouth through my ears and 
back out my mouth again . The apprehension reflexes auto
matically go to work . One theory that occurs to me is that 
the letter is written to someone, a single imaginable individ
ual, while the paper is designed for the generalized no one. 
The aloof sound. More and more I'm thinking that in do
ing any kind of art it 's necessary to assume an intimacy 
with the audience , whether it's one friend or a crowd of 
individuals. 

Paula 

Dear Paula, 
Whenever I read a review of myself I have to remember 

that it is only a partial picture of what happened. Your 
wanting to drop your " spectator/performer " issue just be
cause Doug said you 're always talking about it is exactly 
parallel to my dec iding to no longer be labelable as " chor
eographer of repose ," which Sally Banes once wrote about 
me. Maybe her saying that really did show me something
something had become too automatic , or predictable. It 's 
a little frighten ing that someth ing can become characterist ic 
of yourself without yo u havi ng control over it. It takes 
away from our view that we each arc somehow infin ite . 

➔ 
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(continued) 

Dear Wendy, 
Then again maybe I overreacted to it, and therefore cut off 
possibilities for further exploring someth ing I was very at
tached ~o. ~ut I know the feeling well-of wanting to drop 
something hke a hotcake because it has been named. 

Quite another subject .. . yes the teacher must be part 
student and the student must have the seriousness of the 
teacher. I loved that you said that . I usually think it's too 
much to expect of the student to ask seriousness. But if 
the teacher doesn 't get that at all, it's not worth it for the 
tea~he.r to hang around . And if the student doesn 't get 
cunos1ty and flexibility from the teacher , the same. 

When you asked me if I wanted to work on your dance 
in New York during our winter break it was really the first 
time that I started to see the possibility of a much bigger 
understanding between people, between a teacher and stu
dent , than any I'd seen around before. I assumed that as a 
student one takes what is given , but then here you were 
taking a gamble and offering something else. It 's too bad 
people don 't take risks with e~ch oth~r mo_re often. In im
provisation you see the most mterestmg thmgs happen 
when someone takes a jump with the uncertainties. I wish 

They say a tutorial is an experimental course- that 's 
one definition of it-but I think every course has to be 
that. Which brings me to Tony 's [Carruthers) "Other 
Stagings" course : the mansion event with the whole class 
p~rforming. sounds so interesting to me. It sounds like a 
d1ffer_ent kmd of event , a breakthrough thing, I mean in 
the kmds ?f perf~rming that are available . Tony said how 
~uch he liked domg a performance with no audience , and 
1t made ~e want to try it. I feel myself to be a born per
former , m the sense that it is peak excitement for me to 
perform for an audience. But I too am tired of the usual 
performer/audience set-up and long to find someth ing 
different. 

I could remember that more often outside of a dance studio 
(inside too for that matter). 

I have a feeling that once one gets over that large and 
preliminary notion that something is a risk , it disappears as 
something out of the ordinary , so you don 't even notice 
how much deeper you 've gone. That 's how it seems with 
our writing tutorial. When I looked at the letters after I 
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got home, I realized that once we got going , how easily we 
could slip into larger confidences and that without thinking 
or push ing it the gap was closing. 

Finally , I guess the doubts have to exist so that eventual
ly , when they get pushed aside, break-th roughs are possible. 

Here 's to invisible dives wherever they occur.◊ 

Wendy 

B<nnl,..too Colle,- . . . .. ~.~ ....... . T•rm. lt . . t\<l . . 

INSTRUCTOR"S l'INAL REPORT 

Student . .... J:wa:IIT!I .• .2AIJL4 

Coune . . . . .. 11!'.ITIIIO . ~ .R.W, 

lnalructor .. !4:5.-. . ~9~ .. ....... . 
eo.. ... 1or ! 

..... Adrilw .. . H8 • . VIT1!'.AII 
Tlltor 
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Dear Paula, 

:'he !onat ot tho •Instructor•• 11,,al Report• !alle abort bero Eve 
thlng we ' ve done 1n th1 _~ tutorid rc!utea the hierarchy of the· etudent-
t, .. ~b~r rel .. Uonal,lp. •ou brought your writlnl to ae, but I brousht 111 
to you ::u, ·.,·cl!. I co:. :- 1,!ercd 1 it a ;iutually educatloJ;al Hldeavor """ ne 
I ' c o,ndini: you • blKnk fora tor you to uee in rc~ly 1! you !eel .~ , .,us 
1:ocl1ded {~1,u H you' •·• ow , of Mtutioneey), 

£t.• !ollo~ing. 1• a it:~~~~- ■uma:ary of my perce~tione of the tutorial, t.ut 
, otter 1. ,1 . :, .. 1s •. 1, •. ..•• , <Ja:e it i:lplit6 \ h, ~nd OL eo:i.ething c·f 
choo■e, it can be the beginni114 o! 1c11ethill,!, too.) • " we 

You ueed th~ tutaial 1n 1te tu~ oense 1 ae "" experimental project t • • 
t•!at, Ollly ?)etweeD u .~,t rarticu.1.ar Gtud,nt itnd that particular tr ... a .. can 
ltJoMb~~f.1Rift.~'RKS-1ntcu:\ti~w proct: ~a• ,tbot turned into a serlt ■ ot •~~=~~ 
c"""o"-.a'--'- •\: • .., .. .. c.1. "J l.111ck a:id tortb, you brok~ i,round in thltuto'"'rial t. rs 
the correspondence brou&ht up, and !ocu .. ed on ■neral..i- ■u~e i/r,,.· 
!■xtnlu.1:txa.utuenoi:nz:lt. It u~■ined the i:ro~oee of c~ r · • &n lcaat: 
uoortho~ox light; 1 •. rea!t1nrd the coi::.ection between wri ti aph7 in an 
it mi t111~ted the Hparation between ■ tudent ar,d teacher d .. "! ~nd 

:anc1nc; 
rolee; ar.d it o;,~n•d up r:.:.:,y ~ices ,! toth or u• to eh , ;e, P n 1111 °th 

t,aybe U.e :,o~t ,....zin,; thi,.g ••• tt .. , t ,he prol.l•m we i: ·-ce<1 1 
wri tlng--c?.n-:i U1is only 8pjil1te : o Uu: r.on-lettrr wri ti~l--bt::r.: your 
phor !or now ,o deal "1th _,vory t~ i••.:. ln livine/dar.cini;h ••c 1 ?0i • ••t•
.. t , ch&i.ll , ·u~c o .! _~-t~,l.iU(. \11 .i r.e,.; ·•:1 1 !.v c" (le '!. t:-. .:n tE- the.: 'ir-:t"~ etuuyin,;: 
..!.!!.!! woro! .. 1.t.honeet, trutt _, ?f tt,e _ c10G1ent. 'l'hie btcnr.ir ;-focu!ce I uee 
.xx■ S ot&t ..... ior., to tht;, poiu .t. ~• \ l :. 1,. ca,.cei,:.t .:! t E:'ii f:-d _. 1 1 .:.,~ 1 , • no, u 
I look !orwRrd to tl:e c.r. l <:i .. , ta~ir.t ct th• obeeeeion ( , - - _ _- • b, to everythi r.,: . 
t! . .J.t 1 anr. 1 • • ~ive/wo&.k i r. icar ~l vi o J...:. tin~ it. ~.s an° ■ eeaior,) •o 

eTUDl:HT 
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